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I.
Not to evade the topic but to throw light upon its origins I want to
consider in the first place the possibility of a contemporary avant-
garde-as distinct from experimentalism and innovation-but search-
ing for initial confluences when the term perhaps carried more force,
had not yet come to suggest as it does today, 35-odd years after the
writing of LeRoi Jones's (Amiri Baraka's) Black Art (1965-1966), and
almost twice that span since Aime Cesaire's Notebook of a Return to
the Native Land (partially published in the magazine Volonte, 1939)-
had not yet come to suggest an aesthetic disposition only rather than
a politico-aesthetic movement.l The starting point for reflections on
origins while not arbitrary is not given uniquely, and one could make
a case for thinking of certain African-Caribbean linguistic practices as
gestures of a proto-avant-garde, at least in descriptions supplied for us
by Edouard Glissant of the Martinican situation. Writing on cross-
cultural poetics, on the situation of the spoken for the slave, Glissant
notes that "[T]he spoken imposes on the slave its particular syntax.
For Caribbean man, the word is first and foremost sound." Glissant is
interested in the slave's intense response to the silencing of slavery, in
the use of sound and noise as camouflage: "Noise is essential to
speech. Din is discourse."

It seems that meaning and pitch went together for the uprooted
individual, in the unrelenting silence of the world of slavery. It
was the intensity of the sound that dictated meaning: the pitch
of the sound conferred significance. Ideas were bracketed. One
person could make himself understood through the subtle asso-
ciations of sound, in which the master, so capable of managing
"basic Creole" in other situations, got hopelessly lost. Creole
spoken by the bekes was never shouted out loud. Since speech
was forbidden, slaves camouflaged the word under the provoca-
tive intensity of the scream. No one could translate the meaning
of what seemed to be nothing but a shout. It was taken to be
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nothing but the call of a wild animal. This is how dispossessed
man organized his speech by weaving it into the apparently
meaningless texture of extreme noise.

Notice Glissant's repeated appeal to syntactical din and noise, to the
opacity of orality. He opposes referent to signifier: ideas were ~rack~ted.
He discovers in this speech an exceptional distortion and amplification of
the phoneme. Distinctions between noise and lexicon collapse. Meaning
emerges from the re-structured relation of sounds: the untranslatable

scream and shout.

... A requirement is thus introduced into spoken Creole:
speed. Not so much speed as a jumbled rush. ~erhaps tl:e con-
tinuous stream of language that makes speech 1I1toone Impene-
trable block of sound. If it is pitch that confers meaning on a
word, rushed and fused sounds shape the meaning of speech.
Here again, the use is specific: the bike masters, who know
Creole even better than the mulattoes, cannot, however, manage
this "unstructured" use of language. (Glissant 123-4)

A swerve, a crossing to the east. Educated by the avant-gardes of
European modernism, at the very least we recognize in Glissant's
speculations the chaos and bewilderment attendant upon the early
demonstrations of Dada and the Surrealists, with their simultaneous
poems for multiple speaking voices closing out the audience from dis-
cursive meaning; and the genre, in particular, of the sound poem that,
including the scream, shout, grunt and testing other possibilities for
para-linguistic utterance, manages to suggest alternative modes of
communication and communities. The crucial difference from the
avant-garde is that in the case of the slave no one, from within the
group, would mistake such linguistic practice for mere mischief-
speed, jumble, blast of sound-from within the group these features
arise as reflexive modes of self-identification and one could even sug-
gest, as Kamau Brathwaite does, modes of refusal and defian~e: "I~
was in language that the slave was perhaps most successfully Impns-
oned by his master and it was in his (mis-)use of it that he perhaps
most effectively rebelled" (Brathwaite 15).

That's a topic for another essay, though I do want to keep in view this
aspect of language as a political act directly addressing conditions ~at
subjects find to be intolerable, and that re-engineers syntax and leXI-
con in response to the pressures of adverse power. Come now, howev-
er, to the Martinican poet searching for his proper task after being

sc~ooled in the high canons of French poetry, Western literature and
phIlosophy.

The only thing in the world
worth beginning:
The End of the world of course. (55)

The end of the wo.rld as task for the poet asks more than the poem
can m~nage, and S111cethe black avant-garde is our topic, well then,
one might also ask: Why hasn't the end of the world already begun?
The world of post-emancipation Martinique. The world as limit as
~onstitutive of the Negr~ self The world of Europe's self-mythol~giz-
mg. In a sense, the poet Intends to collaborate with his time, since so
many of the forc.es that feed the impulse of destruction are long
advanced, even, m retrospect, nearing their senility in 1939. To con-
template the beginning of the end of the world: a task for someone
who has nothing to lose and an exchange of vocations: revolution
instead of literature. Of course one can have both.

Let me resurrect a scenario, a figure (as recounted by Cesaire): A
bookstore at F~rt-de-France, Martinique. A journal in a display win-
dow. The year IS 1941. Andre Breton walks to the display window
and ~eafs through the journal. He's stunned by the quality, by the
denSity of the texts, and tries immediately to get in touch with the
perpetrators. Later, he meets Aime Cesaire (and still later he will write
an introduction to the Notebook when it's published as a book of
poetry in 1947). In an interview with Jacqueline Leiner, Cesaire
recal~sthis meeting and the effect that Breton had on the journal and
on hiS own thought. Cesaire was already a surrealist, in the eyes of
Breton; and Cesaire himself observes that he and Breton had the same
~~estors, that he'd read the fathers and the manifestos of surrealism:

mba~d ...Mallarme, the symbolists, Claude!, Lautreamont" (VI).2
Not e~tlrely true, not entirely false, Cesaire says, that he was already a
surrealist by tI . h B B .le time e met reton. ut Breton clanfied certain
problems confi d . lb' h ". ' Irme certam trut lS- a111Sed hesitations. Breton
even 111eXI'1 c'd ble was a rorml a e presence:

2. The translations fi I' . . h .tra I . rom r 1e lJuervlew Wit ]acquelllle Leiner are my own. The
ns atlons of C . . ,Aim! CI.' esalre s poetly are by Clayton Eshleman & Annene Smith, in

ralre: The Collected Poetry.



a man of extraordinary culture, with an astonishing sense for
poetry. He felt poetry, he breathed it, like some sort of pollen
in the air. He was a phenomenal detective of poetry, a kind of
"homing device" ... Truly a great man, .. The meeting with
Breton was for me a VERY IMPORTANT event, comparable
to my meeting with Senghor 10 or 15 years earlier. I met
Breton at a crossroads in my life; from that moment on, the
road was completely mapped out; it was the end of all my
hesitations and searching. (VI-VII)

B~ck and Malag~sy Poetry (1948) edited by Senghor, amon other
thl~gs to scold hIS bourgeois colonizing compatriots for the~r
raclsm-a cause that, if pressed I'd d'b . .

, h . d ' escn e as a VIOlent Impatience
~It receIve m?des of writing and of extant socio-political condi-
tIons: a propensIty towards revolt and revolution.

The scenario, then, is of the rencontre-the meeting. From one direc-
tion, Negritude and Leopold Sedar Senghor, the further president of
independent Senegal, and from the other, Breton, the artist-agitator,
the great NOSE of Poetry, who hauled surrealism into the Communist
Parry in France, both entering the reservoir and practice of the black
West Indian. And arranging the meeting in Fort-de-France, the text
in the window display, the first or second issue of the journal Cesaire
founded, with Suzanne Cesaire, as he says in the interview, "in an
especially arid age" ["une epoque particulierement ingrate"], and in
conditions that were "politically dangerous" (V).

Fury, detonation, centrifugal scandal S' P .
S .f, , " aymg. ressure on saY1l1g.

tn e. Above all, the locus of disturbance: first, propulsion from
revolt, that the current state of affairs is intolerable to tl ' f

al ' . le pomt 0
perpetu msoml1la-dangerous political cond't' d. I f. I IOns-secon to catch
slg 1t 0.' sound of, other paths, other vents, volcanic, direct, 'very
;uch. lIke dementia (Blake, Laurreamont), the sudden vertigo the

matIon, flash-bulb, with non-sense, meaning in spite of appe~rances.

The cause of formal explosion, To me this is not a matter of art as
such but a matter of fury directed to d' . b dI ' con ltlons eyon art. There is
anguage and there IS the social Context through h' hI'
ul Th ' w IC anguage clr-

c
h

ates. e poet SItSa: the intersection of means and utterance. But
t ese means, the techl1lques of poetry and the Ian .al . , guage as gIven are
rec cItra nt, patterned by other voices drellched . " '
hi' 'In pnor Images

r yt lms, moral Judgments: in short, discourse. For Cesaire th '
reprodhuces a diseased discourse in order to re-stage, and th~n t: ~:~~n
vert, t e self:

B.B. and A.B.-After the visit-after the blessing-suddenly, a new
configuration. We're in the presence of a black avant-garde in the
Caribbean more definitely, more blazingly, than before. The presence
of Breton in Fort-de-France-he's out of place, too far south and
west-is suggestive of what we would not have thought before his
visit and what his visit makes it possible to think, namely that we
can-and why not?-extend the term avant-garde to cover black writ-
ers in the West Indies, New York, and Paris berween the wars. Looked
at ftom certain angles, new groupings seem to take shape, different
ones to have things in common. The Martinican is a Surrealist. The
Martinican is also a poet of Negritude. These are not exclusive identi-
ties. Cesaire reads the literature of European modernism and the
poets of the Harlem Renaissance (though he's not in contact with
them): Countee Cullen, Langston Hughes, Claude McKay, in partic-
ular, whose novel Banjo appeared in Paris in 1928. Lines of influence
and interest cross. I like to think of Fort-de-France as the unlikely
center of this configuration-the counter-center to Paris and New
York-the periphery-the "cultural void," in Cesaire's phrase-
turned postcolonial cultural capital by 1978, the year of Tropiques' re-
edition. Because of the journal the rencontre with Breton also suggests
a common cause across race and nationaliry-Jean-Paul Sartre writes
the long introduction ("Black Orpheus"), to the Anthology of the New

I have assass!nated God with my laziness with
my words with my gestures
with my obscene songs

I have worn parrot plumes
musk cat skins
!have exhausted the missionaries' patience
Insulted the benefactors of mankind,
Defied Tyre. Defied Sidon.
Worshipped the Zambezi,
The extent of my perversity overwhelms me!

But wh ' blYdlmpenetra e jungle are you still hiding the raw zero of
:y m~nbac~ryand from a self-conscious concern for nobility

Ot ce e ratIng the horrible leap of my Pahouin ugliness?

B h'e md these words we r h
prison f g Impse t e strange creature that inhabits the

o race- the Negr f: b' . fE
and the r b II: 0, a ncatIon 0 urope as Cesaire has observed

e e 10USslave, Camus's l'homme revolte The doubl r-. ', e ngure says



that black identity consists in obscenity, laziness, mendacity, ugliness,
superstition, ingratitude, nothingness: the .~~gro, assassins of God, can-
not be brought within the society of the CIVIlizedand the mo.ral. But we
hear something else in these lines: the propulsive power conCisely a~d
intelligently to appropriate this ground of perversity, given in colonIal
discourse, as a stage for rebellion, and that is the subtlety of t~1edouble
voice here, this act of grasping the sword by the blade to use It as a club,
self-laceration coupled to a ferocious defiance. With speech wrench~d "
towards a situation of total metaphor ("the raw zero of my mendaCity,
"my Pahouin ugliness"), or towards a situation of, no disti~lCtion berween
letter and figure, the poem introduces another VOICe,and 1I1troducesthe
controlled irrationality of signs that elude reference:

voum rooh oh
voum rooh oh
to charm the snakes to conjure
the dead
voum rooh oh
to compel the rain to turn back
the tidal waves
voum rooh oh
to keep the shade from moving
voum rooh oh that my own skies
may open

-me on a road, a child, chewing
sugar cane root
-a dragged man on a bloodspattered road
a rope around his neck .
-standing in the center of a huge Circus,
on my black forehead a crown of daturas
voum rooh. (53)

What is he saying? voum rooh oh says nothing to readers i~1Paris. The
sounds uansmit an opacity, an elementary, incomprehensIble oth~r-
ness. Ideas, as Glissant says, are bracketed. The signifiers, prop~lslve,
purposeful, super-charged with irrational forces, refuse translation.
One feels that a madness has suddenly afflicted the poet or perhaps
that the poet's--society's-madness has found a voice. ~uditions of
zaum, sound poetry, transrational writings, but to .my m.ll1d these.
sounds trigger terror, which is far from the surrealist antic revolution,
closer to the revulsion-Pahouin ugliness-of Picasso's masks on the
Odalisques the terror of the dragged man-and haven't we recently, , ~
had our own dragged man on a blood-spattered road 111Texas.-
voum rooh oh-incantatory syllables meant for divinity, and states

glimpsed in religious ceremonies outside of Western Christianity. One
wOlJd expect a revolutionary poetry to terrify because it shows us a
self that we cannot narrate.

Beside which, although it reminds me of the affective disposition
towards an African landscape in Senghor's poetry and is undeniably
part of this avant-garde configuration, Hughes's breakthrough poem
is surely merely pastoral: the Negro speaks of rivers, but this
Martinican nigger induces panic, stimulates mesmerism, sees and
howls at negations, blows up the tranquility of reading: "to howl at
the unavowed sources of great rivers at the nonmemorable / materni-
ties at the never sucked breasts of fabulous beasts" (from Ferraments
295). Though Cesaire always found it inconceivable to write in
Creole, his poems, one says, come under pressure from the Creole
blast of sound, the sonic jumble, on the French language. Escape
from recognizable phonemes: voum moh oh-a savage enters the Cafe
Deux Magots and orders a demi-tasse of blood. Terror. Incongruity.
Social havoc. Something is badly awry.

The fury of Cesaire's poetry cannot be confused with an aesthetic
inclination only, and I'd like to suggest that the flagellation of syn-
tax-the demolitions-the negations-proceed from a determined
attitude of political revolt, in response to the felt degradation of a
population and a race. Now this attitude of revolt does not simply use
language to articulate discontent and point out injustices; it havocs
the expressive means by syntatic deformations, verbal collisions and
damage, the use of neologisms, and fantastic, explosive metaphor. It
has the characteristics of a speech apart from the "social idiom" rec-
ommended by T.S. Eliot as the model for poetry. And yet, it is, again,
produced out a definite social and political context: the gulag of the
plantation. The poem incorporates this context ("sugar cane"), but
forges a discontinuity berween the context and the subject's form of
expression, and even so we feel that there is a total commitment, a
compulsion even, to both operations. The divided subject stages a
sincere revolt. Putting it so is to say that the poem, in these passages,
finds a language adequate to its hatred of the context. This language
is estranged, strange. As Velma Pollard, writing on Rastafarian "Dred
Talk," quotes from Adorno: "Social protest manifests itself in lan-
guage change. For defiance of society includes defiance of its lan-
g~age" (49). One is tempted to say that, in poetry, social protest
Pitches Syntax towards the point of dissolution, where the process of



combination itself becomes conspicuous.

f: h g
h can we generalize on this? I want to propose t~at in

How ar, t ou , 1 " 'f a relatlon-
Shakespeare's The Tempest, at least, pro eptlc signs eXist 0 L' k

. . d dislocated syntax. et s ta e
hip between revolutionary Sl11cenryan h h to

: detour to consider this question further. ThealTilemhtes~~~bm~c
. f ntax of revolt. We rec t at a I ans

offer on the topiC 0 a s~. f h. "You taught me language
h 'If in hiS mis-use 0 speec .protest sows ltse , "(I .. 437-438). What

d rofit on 't / Is I know how to curse , 11, . .
an .my,p .d f the Dadaists, we might say of the antagonlStlC slave:
Benjaml11 sal 0 , , d other waste product
that his spe~c(hBco~lsiS~So:~;.b~~I~lgl;:e;;;. r:i:~:~lf a waste product of
of language en)aml11 , h Id

'al . Cal'ban grabs hold of what we s ou now
the colom enterpnse, I d 'dens its use to mark and to
all the linguistic slop-the cutse-an WI .'

c h'" 3 That Caliban is mote than labor ISplain.
Protest ISsltuatlon. b 'f 11'. h' me of the play's most eautl u l11es:
Shakespeare assigns to 1m so

Be not afeard. The isle is full of noises,
Sounds and sweet airs that give delight and hurt not.
Sometimes a thousand twangling insu:lments.
Will hum about mine ears, and sometlmes VOICes
That, if I then had waked after long s,leep, ,
Will make me sleep again; and then, 111dreaml11,g,
The clouds methought would open, and show rIches
Ready to drop upon, me, that when I waked (III, ii, 148-156)
I cried to dream agall1,

Caliban's nostalgia has the pathos of a temporary oblidvion: he ~o~gets
c h h '" 1 " of "sounds an sweet airs nohis audience and rorgets t at t e ISe h

b I t h'lm Others have remarked on the beauty-t e
longer e ongs 0 • H' 1 rs., . " f Caliban's language here. IS reso ute cu -humamzl11g l11tenonty--{) f' m

I Id add sure to earn him retribution from Prospero, or 10
es, wou , h "(I" 390», ., ("S' de-stitches shall pen thy breat up , 11, ,
Prosperos spmts I I d b' t clauses accumu-
also have a most ingenious syntax. Pro onge, su Jec I b h d /

de "A' k d dew as e er my mot ler rus e
late in detail an rorce: s WIC e b h" (I
With raven's feather from unwholesome fen / Drop o~ y~uI ~t h'
.. 385-386). Extended simile, slow heavy-footed wor, s, e.aYl11g

1
t e

11, . d I' h h of the curse. "All the l11fectlons t lat
imperatlve, e ayl11gt e punc

the sun sucks up / From bogs, fens, flats, on Prosper fall and mal<e
him / By inchmeal a disease! His spirits hear me, / And yet I needs
must curse" (II, ii, 1-4). Poetry as the long intricate curse of the sub-
altern in revolt: torture does not deter him. The curse is instrumental
in that it is intended to afflict Prospero; it is aesthetic in that the
structure, the syntax of his speech, becomes conspicuous as an object
of perception: the initial clauses lengthen, the verb ("fall," "drop")
arrives late and follows rather than precedes the object, Prospero.

In speech meant to mobilize action, on the other hand, the instru-
mental function supplants the aesthetic and takes priority in the orga-
nization of syntax and choice of vocabulary. Without fail, the audi-
ence must get the message. There is thus a third style in Caliban's
repertoire, the style which he uses to plan a coup d'etat: 'Tll yield
him thee asleep," he tells his co-conspirators, "Where thou mayst
knock a nail into his head" (III, ii, 67-68). Caliban chooses an
approach and a time, and he enumerates their options in weaponry
and method: "There thou mayst brain him, / Having first seized his
books, or with a log / Batter his skull, or paunch him with a stake, /
Or cut his weasand with thy knife" (III, ii, 97-100). The play allows
us to compare the kinds of syntax Caliban uses, and to pick out the
curse as the form that does something to the structure of speech. The
curses embed revolt in the language, in the way that sentences are
organized as a chain of signifiers. If we were pressed, then, to say
which passages belong to "advanced" poetry, I think we'd go with the
curses, and yet, it is the more direct and normal syntax that is to like-
ly change Cali ban's material circumstances. More on this distinction
later.

h" "h does not usewhat
3, Mis-readingCaliban from our own take on

l
t e

d
curse :,cenot simply to ver-

. d I ' 'sesare re ate to magi ,we should call obscel1lty,an l1S CUI b h I Sycoraxhis mother
bally aggressiveanger, In,the binaly tel;ns setup ~ tC:lrb:~~seeksunsliccessfully
practicedan evilmagic,Il1contrast to rospelO,an
to exercisethat inheritance,

1 have treated the playas if we could transpose its scenarios onto our
own moment in history, and grasp Caliban as a kind of 20th-century
anti-colonial vanguardist, and of course we can't. But in thinking
about avant-garde poetry, 1 might take from Shakespeare's text a neat
and seductive proposition: that rebellious poetry exhibits the print of
the poet's own stance towards the social structures that provide for
her constitution and legibility, his place. In short, Linguistic disLocation
is a byproduct of revoLt,and not the other way around. Like the subject
in Cesaire's Notebook, Cali ban also incorporates the context of his
oppression ("This island's mine by Sycorax, my mother, / Which
thou tak'st from me" (1, ii, 396-397) before embarking upon his syn-
tactic manipulations.



II.
One of Cesaire's references should help to elaborate the shifting con-
fluences between revolt, the possibility of an avant-garde, and the
handling, or mishandling, of the syntagmatic axis. Bearing in mind
Caliban's stylistic range, I want to question, once again, the relation-
ship between conventional verse and social protest. Use is what gives
convention its meaning. How does this work? Let us look at the
example of Claude McKay, at one of his poems in particular. In
1919, the year of the Red Summer, McKay's life reached a point of
crisis.4 Inflation was rising and the job market was uncertain, and
northern blacks (including returning veterans) served as convenient
scapegoats for these troubles. Riots broke out. Mob attacks could
come at any moment. One says: a climate of hysteria. McKay pub-
lished this response:

Does the history of poetic form, then unfold crom . b
d I· d' . ' TI a capacity to e

scan a Ize mto counter-VIOlence into a I' " . I "
• C ,mgulstIc VIOence wlthm or

agamst extant rorms?

(It diminishes violence to make it a metapllo C . l' " d
C al . ' r WI 1l1gUIStICan
rorm operatIons.)

!hinking a~out avant-garde poetry to see how such poetry positions
Itself matenally, stands with respect to power.

If we must die, let it not be like hogs
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot,
While round us bark the mad and hungty dogs,
Making their mock at our accursed lot.
If we must die, 0 let us nobly die,
So that our preciolls blood may not be shed
In vain; then even the monsters we defy
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead!
o kinsmen! we mllst meet the common foe!
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave,
And for their thousand blows deal one deathblow!
What though before us lies the open grave?
Like men we'll face the murderous, cowardly pack,
Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back! (36)

Post-colonial, post-Negro to retllink th f dal". ' e nature 0 scan WIthll1
forms, VIOlencewithin forms.

Th~nk the world that constitutes the self-how to re-articulate self
agall1st that world?

Leaving aside for the moment the continual fear of the Red S .
of 1919 and h' k' f '. ummel
I
t 111lI1g 0 poetry apart from unm1l1ent injury still it's

c ear that formal innovation runs to decadence I'fdl' d c' d'At d vorce from nee .
1 yet I needs must curse," Cali ban says. One has to I im' .

feel' dal' £ ' agll1e,
actIve sc~n 111ront of certain routines of poetic valuation and

~orn~s of delIvery, to write against the grain-and from need. T; suf-
ber d~~ny because of all that cannot yet be said; all that continues to
e sal , t lat has already been spoken, by the forms.

~:e. poet~y of revolt: thoroughly worldly. Sincere, implacable. (My
Ire ISat nsk.)5

McKay harnesses revolt to the constraints of British convention: he
writes a sonnet. It is Caliban's instrumental verse. And yet, the poem
disturbs the tradition of the sonnet by calling out to a threatened
black community ("kinsmen"). A verse-form that normally embodies
private subjectivity-an individual's erotic, religious, or moral life and
laments--suddenly in 1919 disavows contemplation altogether and
advocates violence. Under conditions of imminent threat from the
mob, a communal address to the collectivity becomes necessary not
for survival but in order decisively to choose the manner of dying.

4. McKay was an immigrant from Jamaica who came to Harlem in 1914 with
t"vo books published (in Creole, no less). Working with the Pennsylvania
Railroad during the Red Summer of 1919, he was obliged to stop overnight in
various cities in the North-East: he knew from experience the peril that blacks
faced, and the poem "If We Must Die" gives voice to his own predicament. In
the 1920s McKay was considered to be one of the catalysts of the "Negro
Renaissance." For the Red Summer, see Wayne Cooper's Claude JvlcKay, 96-102;
for McKay's links to the revolutionalY left, and for his time in Russia, recalled
below, see again Claude McKay, 103-192.

5. I'm using a w d " . '" j I
of crl't' f R or" sll1cenry, t lat las long had importance in the vocabulary

lCS0 omantlC J M Gof re . '. . poetry. erome c ann brings the word into the sphere
cent Inqull'les lI1t hI" fglosses th d" 0 t e po It1CS0 poetic form in a paper on Byron where he

Chapman~ ~r s l~port as follows: "If you read Keats's 'On First Lo;king Illto
ing a poet s w~7ler, or probably ,any Wordsworth poem, you know you are read-
pOem h dryj ch takes Itself senously. John Stuart Mill said that this kind of

a t Ie structure of '0 h d' . hture, beca' . ver ear mUSll1gs.T at was a velY powetful struc-
space Was~::/~og~ve.a kind of sacredness to the musings of the poet. The poetic

e llwaded by persons from Porlock. You were to stand back



of the form in order to say whether or not we'd want to classify his
poem as avant-garde practice. But as for Cesaire, the poem seems
sufficient-and why should that be?

Cesaire's incantations-voum r-ooh oh-escape rationali?, to pitch t~e
Westernized reader into a riot of fascination and revulSIOn. McKays
poem summons the energies of defiance, and keeps il~~act th~ form of
. I t'lon speaker and addressee-in order to stiffen resistanceInter ocu - . d'
and precipitate violent revolt, if conditions warrant. It IS these con 1-

tions incorporated as context, not restricted to the Red Summer but
belonging to the experience of blacks in the New World ~ore gener-
ally, that give both poems their force. Both the Note,book .(In ~he ~uot-
ed passages) and the sonnet comprehend the author s SOCialsituation.
Both subordinate the "I," McKay by using the first person plural ~s
one of the threatened, Cesaire by revealing black identity in CO!~l1Ial
discourse as a geographically and morally diverse set o~ perversities.
The "I" multiplies and contradicts itself. Poetry sometimes matters to
some people in need. McKay's biographer, Wayne Coo~er, re~ords a
story that appeared in Time magazine, in 1971, where rebelli~us
black inmates at Attica State Prison in upstate New York had passed
around clandestine writings of their own: among them was a p~em by
an unknown prisoner, crude but touching in its would-b~ heroic .
style, entitled "If We Must Die'"'' (101). The poem continues to Cir-
culate within threatened communities.

We know that McKay, although refusing to submit his art to the
directives of politics, nonetheless was in the early 1920s committed to
international communism, that he worked for and published in
periodicals of the revolutionary left (significantly, Max Eastman's
Libaator- in New York and Sylvia Pankhurst's WOrker:>'Dr-eadnought in
London), that he traveled to Moscow and addressed the Fourth
Congress of the Third International, in 1922, and toured military
bases in Russia "from Petrograd to Moscow" in great pomp and fan-
fare, as something of a celebrity. During his eight-month stay in
Russia, he had an audience with Trotsky and met Mayakovsky and
other Soviet writers, and wrote articles for the press. As with Hughes
and Breton, progressive-advanced-poetry occurs in the turbulence
triggered by the October Revolution and the aftermath of the cata-
clysmic world war.

Suggesting that the avant-garde has existed-will continue to exist-
where there is:

-centrally, the need for manifestos to conceptualize, assert, socially
relevant action (situated positions for art) Communist, Dada,
Surrealist, Black Art

But that McKay's sonnet should speak in this way and to t~e~e peo-
ple, this is undeniably new, and raises the problem of t~e limits ~t
which avant-garde art may be said to b.egin-or t~e POint at wlll.c~ .
we would want to begin to talk about It as such. If We ~ust D.le IS
a sonnet. But that says nothing. It everywhere trembles wlt~ racial
riot. Tradition did not anticipate that inflection, that capacity. In
spite of distancing diction borrowed from the 19th-century school
book, who can doubr the poet's sincerity? Still, with McKay, I ~ould
say that we have to look to his biography and to a survey of pnor uses

-an interested collectivity-makes no sense to think of the avant-
garde as a number of isolated writers practicing experimental
forms-further confusions-the writer as also the public

-the specter of Marx, of social critique-with the words "bourgeois"
and "bourgeoisie" (or "oppressor") in the air

-a journal, meetings, collaborations-the infrastructure of public
activity

and sort of watch the poet in a vatic posture. The sign of the poem's sincer~ty
was the fact that it was in communion with these higher thl11gs:you weren t pay-
ing attention to the world. yOllweren't talking, it wasn't a rhetoric" (140). And
also the sincere poet is one who "looks in his own heart, or her own heart, and
wri:es" (142). McGann's essay on Byron, and other valuable essays.on ~oen~ and
poetics, appear in The Politics of Poetic Form: Poetry and Publtc PO~ICY,Im uSl11g
the word "sinceriry" to indicate differently a poetry compelled by Il1tolerable
worldly circumstances to situate the self in revolt from that world.

Sincerity-pressure, terror, hallucination. Whatever beats the writer
~nto horror, where the hair bristles and paralysis advances, that
~nduces sincerity. To sustain such an attitude for a career, who can do
It? But true poetry is not, as they say, a career.



Poetry and death-an obvious coupling. Avant-garde poetry and
scandal-also obvious. That poetry only "lives" where the soul is at
stake-likewise long ago self-evident. Poetry and the oblivion of voic-
es-gibberish, mumbo-jumbo, blast of sound-in fraternity. What
does this mean?

violence e;ist? DO,es the foet begin with the impossible: the end of
the world. How Sincere IS the poem's "N I"> Ofr 'al ' 0.. course under other
po ItIC regImes, McKay would have simply been d' d'
thrown into jail. Isappeare 01

III.
The origins of a black avant-garde must be tho h' f'1' , ug t 111terms 0 a
socIa sItuatIOn that compels response fro d h .1 If 'd m poets an ot er Illtellectu-
a s, w~ c~nsl er an explicit, interventionist stance towards language
as one 0 t e marks of avant-garde practice, it seems that writers
today would locate these origins in the Context of the 1 .

S 'al P antatIon
system. OCI revolt embedded as linguistic structure is therefore to
be seen not as the special capacity of poetry, but it is rather that
poetry may bear traces of revolt as a synecdoche from a larger, .
communal phenomenon. The case of Cl d M K d ' ,h . 'I . , au e c ay oes not vItIate
t at IllSlglt, although It ISwonh recalling that' h' C I. . , 111 IS reo e poems
wntten 111JamaIca and published in 1912 M K .'

al c ' c ay expresses a sentI-
ment rondness for the seat of colonial power-"I' 1 " ,
d ' f 1 " '" ve a ongll1 In me

ept ~ 0 lean,. he wntes, Just to view de homeland England"
(Passwn 5)-al~ Iron! that should at least restrain overhas conclusions
abo~t the relatIOnship between Creolite and protest. Mckay forces
the IS,sueof the avant-garde as an enfranchising category of writin
practIc~s that foreground dissent from conventional norms. If we g
leave hIS sonn~t O~t of the category, then we loose some c1ari as to
t~e son of soc.lal ;lOlence that can provoke linguistic and for~al
c ange. ~ven If hIS poem hews to the conventional verse, it chan es

dd:fi~mealllll1gof the sonnet as a set of conventions by using the fo~m
I rerent y.

It would be invidious to question McKay's sincerity, on the grounds
that his sonnet retains normal syntax, an oratorical roundness wonhy
of the best Victorian statesman, the mechanisms of substitution
(obvious metaphors of predator and prey) and the structure of
address. Even so, to come back to Glissant's creolizing Africans in the
West Indies. Sighting along this axis, I notice that the speech of the
Maninican blacks, or of let's say Maroon communities in the
Caribbean region, operates doubly to enfranchise and to exclude, as a
cultural capacity that generates linguistic forms no where else in oper-
ation. Meaning from the inside, mumbo-jumbo from the outside.
With McKay the inflection of the literary makes the message available
beyond the limits of the community being addressed: Churchill, the
story goes, quotes the sonnet to stiffen allied resistance to the Nazis.
The poem is advanced because it imagines a new and radical use for a
traditional rhetorical mode and form of versification.

At the same time, the poem does not trouble the medium, the poet,
to quote Frantz Fanon, does not enter that moment when "suddenly
the language of the ruling power is felt to burn your lips" (221), as
one supposes to have been the case with let's say LeRoi Jones-Amiri
Baraka or Sonia Sanchez or more recently, M. Nourbese Philip: "The
language as we know it has to be dislocated and acted upon-even
destroyed-so that it begins to serve our purposes" (19). McKay uses
English as a weapon, but English is not itself complicit in the condi-
tions that warrant aggressive interference. The poem seeks to inter-
vene in the arena of physical action, not in the DNA structure of lan-
guage, to paraphrase an observation by Philip.

~ld y~t, and yet, I am uneasy at the question of the origins of a
~;atIon whose existence in our own time still awaits confirmation

b so, fitoco~e up to the present. It seems to me that matters are at'
est con used In tI . , fd' ,

U . d S le sItuatIon 0 IsSentll1g poetic practices in the
nlte tates 0 . b 'of Am . . ne wnter 0 serves, qUIte slyly, that there is no state

encan poetry-onl Am A£ 'other bl k' y.states. ong ncan-Americans and
gara . ac wnters, what sIgns do we have of a viable black avant-
of w

e
.
1I1

th,e terms I ~ave been trying to sketch out? We have a number
nters Interested . al dhave d'f'l' 1 III expenment an oppositional practices' we, Irrerent y tI r '

inventl' f' le popu 1Stenergy of spoken word and the strong
veness 0 rap 'h' . ,

one jo al ' WIt Its roots In SOCIalprotest; we have at least
One co~~ alas p~n of that infrastructure needed for a movement and

, so cIte a few press c.' dl . , 'tillS We kn es rlIen y to expeClmentatIon. All of
at work' ow very well. But as to whether there is a black avant-garde
open, 111poetry today, and what its features are, I leave these matters

And what I'd say is that it is the latter intervention that is the more
precarious, the more potentially ineffective, because of the exclusion
factor, in the absence of a natural community-a community under
threat-to panake of the meanings. Does that mark the quality of
sincerity-this precariousness of the interfering poem? Another set of
questions: How dangerous are the political conditions? What kinds of
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Kindred: Origins of the
Black Avant-Garde

I was apprehensive enough about this panel, about this conference.
What was I supposed to say about this topic? And then last night's
reading really scared me.

The incendiary Wanda Coleman, Cecil Giscombe reconfiguring the
empty heart of America, giovanni singleton's smart perceptiveness,
Erica Hunt x-raying commodity fetishism to show us the decline and
fall of the New World Order under attack by surly appliances ....
Will Alexander's poetic exploration of the eastward African migrations
of antiquity is very suggestive-if we look deeper into that we will
confront the great war between Africans and Aryans that is recorded
in the Vedic poems; and present as well in shadowy misrepresentation
in Richard Wagner and in the 1930s mythology of white supremacy.
How will we grasp all of that?

But I was a bit disturbed. It just might be that contemplating the tur-
moil of the last 5 centuries (the epic of capitalism and the westwald
movements that created what we call "the African diaspora") is more
than enough for us to handle right now. I mean what do we do, add
several more centuries of desperate marronage?

By we, of course, I mean "society"-or our collective consciousness of
such things. There is no reason, however, why the poet shouldn't con-
~e1'l1himself with this. And if that is what he wants to do, maybe that
ISwhat makes Will Alexander an avant-garde poet, our point man in
a new direction.

There is a question of how one defines avant-galde. Does it mean that
you are an alienated artist? An artist with a political as well as an
aesthetic agenda? An experimenter interested in demolishing conven-


